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Wall Clock

Marble Wall Clock

Marble Wall Clock

Product Type
Wall Clock

Production Process
The Dial is made by a CNC cut Marble slate

Ø: 30 cm

and then Polished.

Dimension (cm / in)

Norm Architects have designed a wall clock with clean lines stripped of all unnecessary

Ø: 30 cm / 11,8"

details. The minimalistic Marble Wall Clock’s reminiscent design allows you to read the hour

D: 3,5 cm / 1,4"

and minutes of time in timeless fashion. “With smartphones replacing traditional clocks in
our society we’d like to see a renaissance of the classic wall clock, an object not only beautiful

Weight item (kg)

but also highly distinguished. The Marble Wall Clock breathes nostalgia and we’ve chosen a

2,5 kg

material combination that speaks to most human senses, something very important as a
designer, says Norm’s Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen. Marble Wall Clock is presented in two options

Materials

of finest marble: Black and mat white, both come with hour- and minute hands in lacquered

Marquina or Carrea and Lacquered Brass

brass. The use of high-quality marble allows for a maximum appreciation of its mosaic and
complex structure. Decorative, uncomplicated and made from natural honest materials,

Colours

Marble Wall Clock is an elegant object that helps you keep up while looking back.

Black
White

About the Designer
Founded

in

Copenhagen

in

2008

by

Jonas

Bjerre-Poulsen

and

Kasper

Rønn,

Packaging Type

Norm Architects specialise in residential architecture, commercial interiors, industrial

Giftbox

design, photography and art direction. Today, the group regularly collaborates with MENU,
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helping to drive the evolution of the brand and its product offerings. Norm Architects’
Packaging Measurement (H * W * D)

name reflects the group’s emphasis on the importance of drawing inspiration from

34,5 cm * 7 cm * 34 cm

norms and traditions within architecture and design – particularly the Scandinavian
design principles of timeless aesthetics and natural materials, and the modernist values

Care Instructions

of restraint and refinement. Guided by these principles, Norm Architects produce design

Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use any

that unites good materials and craftsmanship, while embodying beauty, traditions,

cleaners with chemicals or harsh abrasives.

history and, most importantly, timeless simplicity, where there is nothing more to add

Avoid using water.

or take away.

Marble Wall Clock
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